News cuttings (GSAA/NEW/1/1)
GSA's collection of news cuttings contains extracts from local and national newspapers relating to the School's activities, students, staff and alumni. The collection comprises 10 bound volumes covering the period 1864-1968 and folders (arranged by subject) covering the 1960s -2000s.
Extracts relating to the fashion show are spread throughout the news cuttings volumes and there is also a folder of news cuttings dedicated to this activity. Unfortunately, this material is incredibly fragile and so use of it is heavily restricted. However, plans are currently in place to digitize the collection during 2017-2018.
Photographs (GSAA/P)
The archives hold a series of loose photographs relating to the School, its buildings, staff and students (GSAA/P/1). In total there are some 2500 images, however those relating to the fashion show only represent a tiny proportion of the overall collection (circa 1.3%). Most of these images were taken by members of staff and used by the School for publicity purposes; many of them also appear in the School's prospectuses. In addition to these loose photographs, the archives hold a set of 9 photograph albums (GSAA/P/2) commissioned in the early 1950s by the School's Deputy Director Harry Barnes (1915 Barnes ( -1982 seemingly to document the different activities of the School.
Two of these albums relate to the 1952 and 1953 fashion shows respectively.
Another aspect of A&C's photography holdings is a set of negatives created by the photographic section of the School's Graphics department between 1969-1999. These images were taken to record the work and events of the School, however they were only processed into actual photographs upon request. Although catalogue descriptions for this material are not yet available online, the Graphic department's 'job book' provides a written list of all of the jobs taken and as such acts as an index to this collection.
Prospectuses (GSAA/REG/1)
The earliest prospectus held by A&C dates from 1893 and from that point onwards the School holds an almost continuous run of this publication. Like present-day prospectuses, these volumes contain information about the School's courses, facilities, staff and extra-curricular activities. Photographs begin to regularly appear in the prospectuses from the 1960s onwards and these can include images from the fashion show with brief information about the organization of this event.
Ephemera (GSAA/EPH)
A&C ephemera holdings date from the 1890s to the present day and comprise catalogues, programmes, flyers, tickets and posters for GSA exhibitions, pageants, lectures and theatrical events, as well as for Activities Weeks and fashion shows (GSAA/EPH/1 and GSAA/EPH/10). The 1950s-1980s fashion shows are particularly well represented in this area of the collections.
Audio Visual
The A&C's audio-visual holdings include a number of recordings of student activities including short dramatic pieces, fashion shows and Activities Weeks, mainly dating from the early 1980s.
This material has only recently come to light as a result of digitizing a set of VHS tapes. It is yet to be fully catalogued, however titles and dates written on the tapes have provided some clues to their contents. A Heritage Lottery Fund Skills for the Future Trainee will undertake an initial assessment with a view to cataloguing some of this material during 2017. It is foreseen that this will encourage greater accessibility and use.
Collecting and Accessioning
Despite the wealth of information provided by the above material, it provides little information on the preparation of the GSA fashion show, the ideas that informed its styling, and the experience of Ball', a popular social event for GSA staff and students.
1940s-1950s Early Events
On the 14 th of January, students from the Art School For weeks before the show the school is seething with ideas. Not only are the dresses designed and made by the girls, but some of the fabrics are printed and woven in the school.
Even the jewellery is made in the school silversmiths' department. indicates funds going to 'War on Want' (GSAA/EPH/10).
1960s Industry and Geometrics
Early 1960s GSA fashion show programmes indicate an increase in the scale of the event with more individuals involved. Unusual materials and accessories, in particular headwear, commonly feature in shows of the late 1950s and early 1960s:
About 70 dresses, nearly all with matching hats, will be on show next week. These girls don't stop at ordinary fabrics, oh dear me, no. Wood shavings, cigarette packets…nylons…they've all been used to make the most eye-catching fashions Glasgow's seen for a long time…Crazy? Of course they're crazy. Wonderfully crazy. 9 Headgear is a natural target for fun, and hats include an inverted puppy basket, nylon stockings with built-in sunglasses, and 2000 drinking straws made into a porcupine style.
Most charming is a delicate hat of real beech leaves on a wire frame. 10 Fashion show photographs from the mid to late 1960s present more wearable and functional garments, often displaying geometric patterning (Fig. 2) . Newspapers reporting on the shows feature commercial fashions and mention fabrics developed due to industry connections and success in competitions. Industry links tended to come from GSA staff.
It used to be good for a giggle, [the]…fashion show…remains excellent entertainment, but it can no longer be dismissed as a joke in mixed taste. Gone are the dresses of sacking held together by staples and splashed with last-minute patterns of poster paint.
In their place appears a collection of outfits which would deserve attention in any setting. 
1970s Themes and Identities
This year's fashion show at the Glasgow School of Art is rather a spectacular occasion.
Flashing lights in psychedelic patterns and colours are the background to space-age cloaks and tunics designed and modelled by the students. The main work is done by Textiles and Embroidery students, but there is hardly a department in the School whose students have not contributed. The entire organization is undertaken by the students in their own time. 18 In a 1989 newspaper article, the show organizer explained:
The students organize all aspects of the show, including the stage management, lighting and promotion…the 150 outfits on display have been designed by 80 students from various disciplines.
1990s Increasing Impact
From the records reviewed to date, minimal documentation exists relating to early 1990s GSA fashion shows. This is perhaps due to the fact that these shows appear to be small scale and take 
Conclusions
This article provides insight into records surrounding the GSA fashion show and an overview of the events development; this is evolving as items continue to be discovered. shows. This project has highlighted the necessity to keep a more purposeful record of future shows.
Methods for capturing and assimilating digital material and online features from websites, blogs, Youtube and vimeo recordings, instagram, twitter and facebook feeds are required. Banerjee's study into GSA's School of Fine Art pedagogy resulted in a series of podcasts 26 capturing former staff and student insights. Oral histories surrounding the fashion show would add a further dimension to existing records.
Undertaking a project about a local event has indicated areas for further investigation. There is scope to position and discuss the GSA fashion show within the wider context of fashion, textiles and design and to examine relationships between the role of art schools in cities and connections to society through such events. Only recently has fashion become a distinct subject at GSA and for many years the fashion show existed outside of the curriculum. Today, students work beyond the project's core hours to ensure a successful event. Also, GSA's undergraduate fashion show is predominately for 3 rd Years; it has never been equivalent to a presentation of graduate work but a tool for learning and teaching. Therefore, there is scope to study fashion shows as pedagogy within design curriculums and the role of extra-curricula activities as methods for professional skill development. At this time we do not know if GSA was unique in introducing the fashion show to design education in the 1940s and this would be insightful to establish. The model used for the research project presented through this article, involving collaboration between archives and libraries, alumni relations and networks, subject and discipline specific staff, to study a local event in order to scope out areas of further investigation is potentially duplicable. This could be used within GSA and art schools generally, to further connect learning, teaching and research.
